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Materials

• Pencil
• A piece of paper 6x4 inches or bigger

(Directions are below)
• Various cut paper scraps of different colors

and textures.
• Markers/crayons/colored pencils/sharpies/oil

pastels (whatever you might have).
• Glue/glue sticks or tape
• Scissors



What type of city would you like? It can be a real city like New York or one that you make up
in your imagination. It can be a city from history, or a space city from the future.

2) With the folded end pointing towards you, draw a dot at the bottom of the fold about a
“pinky finger” length in from one side of the folded paper. Then, on each side of the dot draw
a line a “pinky finger” length up from the fold. Then repeat the same thing on the opposite
side of the paper. (You can also make one of these in the middle of the paper.)

1) Fold your piece of paper in half vertically with the open end pointing away from you.



3) Cut up from the fold the length of the two lines you just drew. Repeat for the other side.
Then, open up your paper.



4) Use your pointer finger to push the cut through, and use your pincher fingers to pull the
part you just pushed. Each of the two should look like a rectangle sticking out.

 



5) Next use your hand to press down and iron out your new folds, making it nice and stable
so it can stand when open.



6) Draw and color a background of buildings and sky on the upright
half of your folded paper.

7) Then, use construction paper, newspaper and scrap paper and cut out buildings that you
will attach to the background. You can decorate these buildings with windows, doors, roofs
or other pictures. (Put these main buildings aside. You will need them later.)  



8) Attach the newspaper or scrap paper buildings to your background with glue.



9) Color and create your ground and street. You can
add a sidewalk, grass, flowers or whatever you want
in your city.



10) Put glue on the fronts of the rectangles that are sticking out from your background and
press the main buildings onto them to make your city three-dimensional.  



11) Have fun and be creative.

Please share your projects with us by posting them and tagging us on Facebook
@NBMAA and Instagram @NBMAA56 and using #NBMAAatHome.


